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This research study addresses the morphological and syntactic problems of Sindhi language text by
proposing an Algorithm for tokenization and syntactic parsing. A Sindhi parser is developed on basis of
proposed algorithm to perform syntactic parsing on Sindhi text using Sindhi WordNet (SWN) and corpus.
Results of Sindhi syntactic parsing are accumulated to develop multi-class and multi-feature based Sindhi
dataset in CSV format. Three attributes of Sindhi dataset are labelled as class. All three classes are com-
prised with different number of categories. SVM, Random forest and K-NN supervised machine learning
methods are used and trained to analyze and evaluate the Sindhi dataset. 80% of dataset is used as train-
ing set and 20% of dataset is used as test set. In this research study, 10-fold cross validation technique is
applied to evaluate and validate the supervised machine learning process. The SVM classifier gives better
results on class phrase and UPOS whereas Random forest gives better result on class TagStatus. Precision,
recall, f-measure and confusion matrix approve the performance of all supervised classifiers. The better
performance of supervised machine learning methods, support the Sindhi dataset and Sindhi online par-
ser for future research. This study opens new doors for research on right hand written languages espe-
cially Sindhi language to solve its computational linguistics problems.
� 2017 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The structure of right hand and left hand written languages is
different from each other (Naz et al., 2013) in recognizing the syn-
tactic tokens. Sindhi language is right hand written language and
one of the oldest and morphologically rich languages of the World
(Rahman, 2009), having 52 letters (Fig. 1) while English, Urdu and
Arabic languages have less number of alphabetic letters. The large
number of alphabetic letters shows large domain of Sindhi lan-
guage having huge number of own lexicons as well as adopted lex-
icons from other languages like English, Arabic and Persian. This
study presents novel problems and issues of Sindhi language to
solve with new methodology and finally, present work to Natural
languages processing system for future research.

The Grammar of Sindhi language is different and unique (Bag
and vyakaran, 2015) from the grammar of other languages. The
noun gender is different than the rest of languages. There are
two types of gender in Sindhi language: One is masculine and sec-
ond is feminine. Diacritics and adjectives make the genders in
Sindhi language. This language uses intransitive passive voice verb.
The presented Sindhi text (Peenghay me ludjay tho) is pas-
sive voice of intransitive verb. The active voice of this sentence is

(Aaun peenghay me luddaan tho) in Engish (I swing on
Hammock). It is property of Sindhi language that it possesses the
intransitive passive voice. This makes Sindhi language unique from
the rest of languages of the world.

Most of the research studies concentrate on English text POS
tagging that may be with original or universal POS tag sets. A vari-
ety of reliable resources are available for English Language text to
tag Universal POS tag set, therefore, it is most facilitated language
of the world. However, the on-line resources for languages other
than English like Sindhi, are limited even in this digital era. To
work on Sindhi syntactic parsing and UPOS tagging is not the same
as to work on the English language. This difference creates research
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Table 1
Features, missing values and Description of Sindhi Lexicon.

Feature Name Missing
Values

Complete Name and description

incdeclevel 0 This feature shows that either lexicon is
Incremental or Decremental level

genm 0 Gender Masculine
genf 0 Gender Feminine
singular 0 Singular form
plural 0 Plural form
Vsecform 0 Verb’s second form
pospol 0 Positive Polarity
negpol 0 Negative Polarity
Neutral 0 Neutral Polarity
primform 0 Primary Form
secform 4 0 Secondary Form
complexword 0 Complex word
commpoundword 0 Compound word
Reduplicatedword 0 Reduplicated word
UnigramProb 0 Uni-gram Probability
Hypernym 0 Hypernym
Hyponym 0 Hyponym
Diac 0 Diacritical words
stem 0 Stemming words.
Infinitive 0 Infinitive words
stoken 0 Sindhi token

Fig. 1. Sindhi Alphabet in form of Persian-Arabic script.
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question for working on Sindhi text. As there is no availability of
Sindhi Corpus and Sindhi WordNet in proper way, therefore, it is
a challenging and main task of this study to develop Sindhi parser
on basis of self proposed algorithms to generate Sindhi tokens, to
tag UPOS to Sindhi tokens, to parse the text syntactically and
finally analyze statistically to solve the Sindhi linguistics problems.

Right hand written languages keep separate alphabetical, mor-
phological and grammatical structure. Morphology of Sindhi lan-
guage makes this language as the rich language. It is observed
that single word of Sindhi language is showing multiple meaning
and some times bunch of words show single meaning. Inflection,
affix and suffix change the structure and meaning of tokens in
Sindhi language. This study addresses the problems of Sindhi lan-
guage by developing a Sindhi parsing tool to recognize and parse
the text and finally presents the morphological statistics of the
tagged Sindhi text.The developed Sindhi parser uses Persian-
Arabic writing style of Sindhi language to parse the text. All forms
of morphology are parsed syntactically. Sindhi parser uses Univer-
sal Part of Speech (UPOS) for mapping tags to Sindhi text. The eval-
uation and analysis of several tree banks demonstrates the
importance of Universal tag set for different languages of the
World as tag sets are language specific (Petrov et al., 2013). UPOS
tags match to Sindhi POS tags with some variances like PART (Par-
ticle) tag. Sindhi language uses Adverb (zarf ) for different activ-
ities including negation showing words while universal POS tag set
uses PART for adverbial and possessive markers. However posses-
sive marker (Harf-e-izafat ) in Sindhi text which belongs to
Adposition tag (harf-e-jar ) may be used as PART universal
tag.

2. Related work

Syntactic parsing analyzes the human text and solves computa-
tional linguisticproblems.Ramtekeetal.discussingthe functionality
of parser, defines that tokens of the sentence are very much impor-
tant for the parsing because parser is analyzing the sequence of
tokens ordered in the sentence to define the grammatical structure.
Natural Languages processing is generally a system that is involved
in segmentation, morphological analysis, lexical handling and syn-
tacticanalysis.Theparsing iscontinuousprocessandseldomfinishes
in itself, it extracts the information concerning linguistic format of
sentence for the advantage of applications of machine translation,
information extraction and etc. (Nivre, 2015). According to Tsarfaty
et al. (2013)parsingof text is significantas it expose thegrammatical
partsof sentences.Thediacriticsmakethe tokensclearandmeaning-
ful as well as finishes morphological and lexical ambiguities. At the
same timediacritics change the grammatical structureof the tokens.
Mahar J. describes that it is difficult job to segment the text compu-
tationally and analysis syntactically (Mahar and Memon, 2010) as
Sindhi text is holding complex and compound words. The diacritics
make the language strong and rich as well as creates problems for
the syntactic parser. Defining this problem Shahrour et al. (2015)
discuss that diacritics is tough process for Arabic automatic process
due to morphology and number of causes and reasons. Viewing the
previous work, done on syntactic parsing, a Sindhi parser is devel-
oped to solve the problems of Sindhi language.
3. Material and methods

This research study is empirical in nature, therefore, a Sindhi
parser is developed which uses the Sindhi word processor to insert
the Sindhi text. The jobs of parser are:

� To reverses the text from left side to right side as Sindhi is right
hand written language,

� To generate tokens from text,
� Syntactically parse text in shape of extending tree and
� To show the statistical and morphological results of parsed data.

Results of Sindhi parser are tested and accumulated to develop
a Sindhi dataset that machine learning supervised processed may
be done. The purpose of machine learning process is to evaluate
and analyze the dataset features and labelled classes.

3.1. Syntactic parsing of Sindhi text

Grammar of any language performs important role in making
proper sentence. Proper utilization of words make the notion of
sentence. A word is basic unit of the sentence, therefore, it is very
much important to understand words of sentence and their gram-
matical and morphological structure. Morphemes are basic units of
morphology by which words can be identified. For example ‘‘I eat”,
‘‘She eats” are two sentences. First word ‘‘eat” is verb and simple
word while second word ‘‘eats” is not simple word but complex
word with addition of suffix ‘‘s”. To tag and parse the word syntac-
tically, understanding of grammar and morphology of concerned
language is necessary. Syntactic parsing of the text is a method
of segmentation and identifying the diverse types of phrases from
the presented text. The syntactic parsing of the sentences of Sindhi
text works hierarchically on basis of FIFO data structure. All the
tokens are dependent on each other. In this concern, each word
that comes first, is mapped with phrase and universal part of
speech tag. If token is unknown then parser maps it with letter
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‘‘X” that is UPOS tag. Algorithm (1) is proposed to process the
Sindhi text for syntactical parsing.

Algorithm 1: Syntactic parsing of Sindhi Text.

On basis of proposed algorithm (1), an online NLP tool named
Sindhi parser ( http://www.sindhinlp.com/sindhi_parser.php) is
developed which tokenizes, tags, parses and statistically analyze
the Sindhi text.

3.2. Sindhi dataset analysis

The Sindhi Data set is multi-class based categorical dataset. It
has 25 attributes including class attributes. The number of records
is 6841 in presenting dataset. Each token is presented with its fea-
tures, tagging status and UPOS mapping. The class attributes of this
dataset are Phrase, UPOS and TagStatus. Class Phrase has 8 sub
classes, class UPOS has 18 sub classes and Class TagStatus has
two sub classes. The correspondence of all features and classes to
Sindhi lexicon is according to usage of Sindhi lexicon. The status
of all features except UPOS and Uni-gram Probability is shown in
related attributes in form of binary numbers. The 0 shows false
correspondence of feature to Sindhi lexicon whereas 1 shows true
correspondence to Sindhi lexicon. Therefore, the range of these
attributes is from 0 to 1. Each instance shows UPOS article, tagging
status, probability of uni-gram tokens and features of Sindhi token.
The data set is pre-processed properly to analyze the missing val-
ues and ambiguities. No missing value and ambiguities are found
in the dataset. Table 1 shows the attributes, number of missing val-
ues and Complete Name.

All the features which are presented in dataset of Sindhi text are
significant for the analysis of Sindhi lexicon. The labelled classes
are not included in the features list. The features show the actual
and grammatical status of Sindhi tokens which are very much sig-
nificant for NLP. Uni-gram probability is a statistical analysis of
language model which is a probability distribution over sequences
of words in text. The Uni-gram probability is measured to show the
contribution of Sindhi tokens in the dataset. In this concern, the
frequency of current token is observed in whole dataset. The statis-
tical model is applied to measure the frequency of current token.

Supervised machine learning methods SVMs, Random forest
and K-NN are utilized for evaluation and comparative analysis of
Sindhi dataset. The target classes are categorized into sub-classes
properly for machine learning process.

Random Forest (RF) is mixture of tree predictors and depends
on the value of a random vector sampled independently and with
the same distribution for all trees in the forest (Breiman, 2001). RF
method trains the decision trees and gives the results of over all
trees in ensemble, therefore, Random Forest is significant machine
learning method that gives very good results (Singh et al., 2016).
The disadvantage of Random forest method starts when number
of trees increase.

Sindhi dataset is multi-feature and multi-class therefore, Sev-
eral decision trees are generated randomly to built Random forest
for purpose of classification of dataset. Each tree of forest is gener-
ated with dissimilar bootstrap sample taken from the dataset.
Sindhi dataset is Unicode-8 based dataset, thus Random forest is
trained with 80% of Sindhi training set at first. The training set is
consisted of several features which are classified on basis of
labelled classes. Variable collection for each split in the decision
tree is arranged on basis of randomly selected subset of features
in place of full feature-set. The test data set is analyzed by using
the rule of each randomly generated decision tree. RF calculates
the votes given by decision trees and describes prediction accord-
ingly. The results and performance of RF are presented through
confusion matrix, accuracy, precision, recall and f-score.

Support Vector Machine is supervised machine learning method
for classification and regression. It is very good method for its gen-
eralization performance. It works on constructing hyperplane or
set of hyperplanes for analysis of target classes. Data items which
are marginalized by hyperplane and lying near the margin bound-
aries are called support vectors (Meyer andWien). Non-Linear SVM
transfers the data into high dimensional space. The role and perfor-
mance of SVM kernel methods make the SVM robust and impor-
tant machine learning method. The application of SVM is good to
text classification, image processing, segmentation, multi-
dimensional data and etc. According to Das et al. (2015) SVM per-
forms its role in NLP text categorization and gives very good accu-
racy. Outahajala et al. (2013) recognizing the efficiency of CRF and
SVM on POS Tagging describes the very good performance of SVM
on subject of tokenization. SVMs are complex and take more time
for training.

The SVM is selected to work on Sindhi dataset as this dataset is
multi-dimensional and multi-class. The classifier generates the
multiple hyper-planes to evaluate the classes of dataset. SVM
RBF kernel is used to generate multi hyper-planes to divide the
dataset according to classes and dimensions. SVM model is trained
on basis of RBF kernel because this kernel takes decision automat-
ically to detect the non-linear dimensions and classes of dataset.
RBF kernel worked better and more accurate on Sindhi text dataset,
therefore, results are acquired with better accuracy, confusion
matrices, precision,recall and f-score.

K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) is also called distance based,
instance based, lazy and memory based learning method. It is a
supervised machine learning methods that works for classification.
It stores all training instances and perform classification by allocat-
ing target function to its new instance. K-NN works on its nearest
data values called nearest neighbors therefore, the value of K is
very important in this regard. The value of K defines the number

http://www.sindhinlp.com/sindhi_parser.php


Fig. 3. Sindhi text word Tokenization.

Fig. 2. Value of K for K-NN machine learning method.
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of nearest neighbors to access therefore, distance between K point
and targeted neighbors is calculated by distance functions like
Euclidean distance function. This function measures the distance
of nearest neighbors to K. It is suitable for multi-model classes
(Singh et al., 2016). In this study, K is assigned value 3 whereas,
performance of K is evaluated from 0 to 35. The value is assigned
on the basis of testing accuracy of K-NN. Fig. (2) shows the best
performance of K for K-NN using Sindhi data set.

The purpose of selecting these supervised machine learning
methods is to present broad view of these methods through their
performance and efficiency on non-English data set. The applica-
tions and targets of every method are found almost different from
each other on this data set. The working efficiency and perfor-
mance of all nominated supervised algorithms are better with
medium or little difference of accuracy, precision, recall and f-
measure scores.
Fig. 4. Syntactic Parsing of Sindhi Text.

Table 2
Statistical and Morphological analysis of Syntactically Analyzed Sindhi Text.

Total Number of Sindhi tokens in processed text: 27
Execution time using Intel i3 machine with 2 GB RAM: 0.05731 s

Morphological Words Total words Percentage

Simple Words 15 55.56
Complex Words 7 25.93
Compound Words 3 11.11
4. Results and discussions

This research study is designed to parse the Sindhi text syntac-
tically. Different types of sentences including small, medium and
large are processed in the developed Sindhi parser. Results are
obtained in form of word tokenization, Tagging and syntactic
parsing.

4.1. Sindhi word tokenization

Word tokenization is basically segmentation of Sindhi text
which gives results with better separate and meaningful tokens.
Sindhi parser splits the text into separate tokens and assigns them
sequence numbers. Fig. 3 shows result of Sindhi text word tok-
enization with proper labeling of sequence numbers assigned to
each token. Sequence numbers in word tokenization show the
order and dependency of tokens in the sentence. The sequence of
tokens of the presented sentence starts from Sindhi proper
noun (Sindh) with sequence number 1 (one) and ends at Sindhi
verb (Thaa) with sequence number 26 (Twenty-six) and sen-
tence is ended with period which is at sequence number 27.

4.2. Syntactic parsing of Sindhi text

The Sindhi parser is tested with different sentences of Sindhi
text. The parser for syntactic parsing works properly, it parses
the Sindhi text including complex, compound and reduplicated
Sindhi words syntactically and gives better results. Fig. 4 shows
the syntactic parsing of Sindhi text. Each token of the sentence is
tagged with proper labeling of phrase and universal POS tag. The
proposed algorithm for syntactic parsing identifies tokens correctly
and maps the phrase and UPOS tags to all identified tokens. The
parsing tree extends hierarchically in shape of extending tree.

The statistical analysis is important and significant part of
online Sindhi parser. It analyzes the tokens morphologically and
grammatically. Morphological analyzer shows the number of mor-
phological forms which corresponds to Sindhi tokens whereas
UPOS analysis shows the number of UPOS articles which are
mapped to Sindhi tokens. This analysis shows the richness and
complexity of language. Table 2 shows the morphological analysis
of syntactically parsed Sindhi text. The morphological analysis
shows different forms of Sindhi tokens. It shows good number of
secondary or bound form of morphological words which shows
richness of Sindhi language.

The use of Diacritics in Sindhi text change the meaning and
understanding of words and sentences. There is an example
sentence of Sindhi text that shows the words with diacritics and
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without diacritics. (He was selling and purchasing goods in market
and that woman, which is his wife, was helping him in his busi-
ness). The Sindhi word (He) with diacritic, is Pronoun in Sindhi
grammar and used for some one who is masculine gender. The first
portion of sentence ends with auxiliary verb (was) without dia-
critics which shows the action happened in past. An other Sindhi
word (She) is secondary morphological form of simple morpho-
logical form which is used with diacritic here for feminine gen-
der. The Fig. 5 shows syntactic parsing of Sindhi text with and
without diacritics.

4.2.1. Result analysis
The Sindhi parser maps phrases and UPOS to tokens accurately

and parses syntactically. To approve the accuracy and performance
of parser, the generated Sindhi data set is assessed and analyzed by
supervised machine learning methods: SVM non-linear, Random
forest and K-NN. These machine learning methods perform better
on the multi-class dataset. The dataset is divided into 80% training
set and 20% test set. The training set is used to train the classifica-
tion model and test set is used for proper evaluation of model. The
cross validation technique is used with 10-folds to validate the
training and assess the test set for proper prediction. The process
of cross validation continues till 10 folds to analyze and validate
each randomly partitioned part of Sindhi dataset for training and
test sets. Finally, it counts the error rate. The cross validation tech-
nique confirms the noteworthy classification results which are
obtained through supervised machine learning methods. Machine
learning process classifies the true and false annotated Sindhi data
and recognizes the original features of Sindhi text.

The confusion matrices of Sindhi dataset are derived through
applied machine learning methods. The columns of each matrix
show the predicted data and rows show the true data. The diagonal
components of matrix describes the number of data values which
show the true and predicted labels. The increased number of true
values shows the high number of predicted values which presents
the better performance of machine learning classifier. Confusion
matrices evaluate the quality of the output of a classifiers on Sindhi
data set labeling all three classes: Phrase, UPOS and TagStaus.

Fig. 6 shows the confusionmatrix which evaluates the quality of
the output of a SVM non linear classifier on Sindhi data set labeling
class Phrase. The class Phrase is multi-labelled class which shows
Fig. 5. Syntactic Parsing of Sindhi Text with and without diacritics.
the status of phrases tagged to Sindhi text. The matrix gives high
number of positive values, therefore, the results of SVM non-
linear are better than the random forest and K-NN classifiers. False
values are observed in Interjection phrase (INTJP).

Fig. 7 shows the confusion matrix which assesses the output of
a Random forest classifier on Sindhi data set labeling class Phrase.
The matrix shows good number of positive values whereas, false
values are also observed in Adverbial phrase (ADVP), Propositional
phrase (PP) and Interjection phrase (INTJP).

Fig. 8 describes the confusion matrix which considers the out-
put of a K-NN classifier on Sindhi data set labeling class Phrase.
Matrix shows good number of positive or true values along with
some false values which are observed in Adjective phrase (ADJP)
and Interjection phrase (INTJP).

Fig. 9 describes the confusion matrix which evaluates the out-
put of a SVM non linear classifier on Sindhi data set labeling class
UPOS. Matrix shows better results with high number positive val-
ues nevertheless, some false values are found in punctuations and
symbols.

Fig. 10 describes the confusion matrix which assesses the out-
put of a Random forest classifier on Sindhi data set labeling class
UPOS. Matrix describes high number of positive or true values
whereas, false values are shown in Adverbial Tag (ADV).
Fig. 6. SVM Non-linear Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class Phrase.

Fig. 7. RF Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class Phrase.



Fig. 10. Random Forest Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class UPOS.

Fig. 9. SVM Non-linear Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class UPOS.

Fig. 8. K-NN Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class Phrase.
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Fig. 11 describes the confusion matrix which assesses and eval-
uate the functionality of a K-NN classifier on Sindhi data set label-
ing class UPOS. Matrix shows better results with high number
positive values. All the tags of UPOS are found accurate in mapping
to Sindhi text.

TagStatus is target class of Sindhi dataset which shows the sta-
tus of UPOS. If Sindhi lexicon is tagged properly with UPOS tag than
it shows true value with number digit 1 else it shows false value
with number digit 0. The data set is updated according to status
of UPOS tagging to Sindhi dataset. Fig. 12 describes the confusion
matrix which considers the output of a SVM non linear classifier
on Sindhi data set labeling class TagStatus. Matrix shows high
number true values. No false value is found in the matrix.

Fig. 13 describes the confusion matrix which evaluate the out-
put of a Random Forest classifier on Sindhi dataset labeling class
TagStatus. Matrix describes good number of true values, neverthe-
less, false values are found which shows the error rate of
classification.
Fig. 11. K-NN Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class UPOS.

Fig. 12. SVM Non-linear Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class
TagStatus.



Fig. 13. Random Forest Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class
TagStatus.

Table 3
Performance of supervised machine learning methods on Sindhi data set targeting
class Phrase, UPOS and TagStatus.

Accuracy rate (in %) acquired through labelled classes

Method Class Phrase Class UPOS Class TagStatus

SVM-Nonlinear 99.92 99.74 99.96
K-NN 99.45 99.70 99.96
Random Forest 99.70 99.56 99.99

Fig. 15. Comparison of Accuracy rates produced by supervised classifiers through
labelled classes.

Table 4
P.R.F results show performance of SVM Non-Linear on Sindhi dataset targeting labeled
classes.

Measures Class Phrase Class UPOS Class TagStatus

Precision 99 100 100
Recall 100 100 100
F-Score 100 100 100

Fig. 14. K-NN Confusion Matrix on Sindhi data set labeling class TagStatus.

Table 5
P.R.F results show performance of Random Forest on Sindhi dataset targeting labeled
classes.

Measures Class Phrase Class UPOS Class TagStatus

Precision 100 100 100
Recall 100 100 100
F-Score 100 100 100

Table 6
P.R.F results shows performance of K-NN on Sindhi dataset targeting labeled classes.

Measures Class Phrase Class UPOS Class TagStatus

Precision 99 100 100
Recall 99 100 100
F-Score 99 100 100
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Fig. 14 describes the confusion matrix which assess the output
of a K-NN classifier on Sindhi dataset labeling class TagStatus.
Matrix shows good number of true values along with some false
values.

The evaluation of accuracy rate is very much important for any
supervised machine learning study. It recognizes the performance
of machine learning classifiers, therefore, the accuracy of all super-
vised machine learning methods, approves the better results of
confusion matrices. Table 3 shows the accuracy rate of supervised
machine learning methods SVM non-linear, random forest and K-
NN on class Phrase, class UPOS and class TagStatus.

The performance of SVM non-linear gives better results on
phrase and UPOS classes of Sindhi dataset, whereas, random forest
gives better results on class TagStatus which confirm the better
performance of Sindhi parser. Fig. 15 shows comparative analysis
of accuracy of all three classes.

The precision and Recall analysis is evaluation of relevant data
retrieved from relevant and irrelevant data available in dataset
basically. The F-measure is the single measure of precision and
recall. Sindhi dataset is analyzed properly using machine learning
supervised model, thus, precision and recall techniques are used
to assess the Sindhi dataset. The precision rate has evaluated by
true values retrieved from relevant data whereas recall has evalu-
ated by true values retrieved from all data. The results show signif-
icant performance of supervised model. Tables 4–6 show class-
wise precision, recall and f-score of true data which are retrieved
from relevant and irrelevant data of Sindhi data set.

Fig. 16 shows precision, recall and f-score measures and their
differences on assessment of Sindhi dataset. The high number of
relevant values shows the better results of machine learning
model.



Fig. 16. Comparison of P.R.F through supervised classifiers on Sindhi dataset
targeting all labeled classes.
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5. Conclusion

The physical boundaries are not barriers in this digital era.
Therefore, understanding and translation of languages are impor-
tant in this regard. computational linguistics perform a vital role
in the provision of a platform for understanding of dissimilar lan-
guages of the world to connect the people of different countries.
This research study is planned to address the computational lin-
guistic problems of Sindhi language. Viewing the above mentioned
problems, a Sindhi parser ( http://www.sindhinlp.com/) is devel-
oped that works on basis of proposed algorithms. The rule based
system is followed to develop the Sindhi parser. This parser gener-
ates tokens from the Sindhi text, syntactically parse that text and
finally presents the statistical and morphological analysis. The
results of parser are accumulated to develop a dataset. The super-
vised machine learning methods SVM non-linear, random forest
and K-NN are utilized for the comparative analysis and evaluation
of dataset. The performance of supervised methods are acquired on
basis of labeled classes. SVM non-linear gives better accuracy,
precision, recall and f-measure results than the random forest
and K-NN. The confusion matrices evaluate the performance of
supervised classifiers on Sindhi dataset and show the better perfor-
mance. These results show the better and acceptable performance
of Sindhi parser.

This research work may be extended to work more on universal
dependencies and syntactic ambiguities of Sindhi text using NLP
tools and techniques.
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